Craee Hospitality Group P/L As trustee for the Craee Hospitality Group Unit Trust
Trading as Jacobs Well Bayside Tavern

1170 Pimpama/Jacobs Well Road, JACOBS WELL  QLD  4208
Tel:  07 5629-5121 E:  admin@jacobswelltaVERN.com.au

30th August 2019

Office of Industrial Relations
GPO Box 69
Brisbane  Qld  4001

RE: Christmas Eve Part-Day Public Holiday 2019

Introduction
The Jacobs Well Bayside Tavern is located in the local community of Jacobs Well and employs 32 persons.
The introduction of a part-day public holiday on Christmas Eve will have the following impacts on my business:

Additional wage costs to the value of $1000 minimum for the night.
Traditionally this night is not that busy and if this proposal goes ahead then our venue would be forced to close early. This would have an impact on our local community for patrons who we would normally accommodate on this night. Staff would be impacted by reduced hours and reduced wages when at this time of the year they are relying on their wages.

We trust that reason is seen here and that the proposal does not go ahead.

Yours sincerely,
Craig McVeay /Evelyn Butterss

Per:

[Signature]

Owners

Jacobs Well Bayside Tavern